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About This Game

The craziest races are now on your hand with MiniDrivers! The animated serie which is loved by millions of people around the
world has a new main character: You! Create your own stores or change the rules becoming World Champion.

IS TIME TO RACE!
If something is peculiar with MiniDrivers is their way to see the sport. Who said races are boring? Surprises will be in every

corner with the power-ups that you’ve seen on the animated series. Freeze your rivals with the Freeze-o-Kimi, throw a
boomerang as the Australian drivers or smash your rivals as the most “shocking” driver does in real life.

Enjoy three different game modes, like the Tournament that will make you show that you’re the best driver. The season mode
will allow you become the 2015 MiniDrivers World Champion and the online tournament that will allow you to show everyone
that you’re the best driver with the weekly challenges against your friends around the world. Also you can enjoy the chapter of

your favorite cartoons and see all the chapters from our app.

A SEASON TO REMEMBER
Race on the 20 most known tracks of the series full of details and surprises that will shock you with the full grid for this 2015
season of MiniDrivers. Will you be able to beat Minicedes with your favorite driver? Now you can do it! Change the story and

specially… Change the rules!
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MINIDRIVERS AS YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN BEFORE
Realistic graphics adapted to the retina display of your Mac's. Also you will be able to change the amount of detail. You will see

everything!

BECOME AN ENGINEER
Realistic physics for the most exigent drivers with an arcade handling for the little ones. All the people can race at MiniDrivers

the videogame! But don’t forget to upgrade your car if you want to be on top and beat your rivals.
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A fun and cute Match 3 game :). Fun! Very short gameplay but still fun.. Not bad - several moments made me laugh :)

I like that each level has lots of phases, but in another way I kind of wish it was possible to do smaller chunks. My favourite
game in this genre, such as it is, is the little crain that could. I felt that has nicer tasks and stuff, but the humour in this is pretty
nice in several places.

I think I'd've prefered the game if everything was unlocked from the start - I wanted to play a quick coop game with someone
and they wanted to try out one of the later areas, but we couldn't.

I wouldn't go out of my way to recommend this game to people, but I would happily chat with anyone else who had played it to
compare experiences. (I didn't have a bad time with the game at all, but I only recommend games I really like. Not
recommending != not liking). I caught this on sale for $4.99 at this price point I think its worth it.

I enjoyed this series until the last two mission kept breaking endlessly. I finally got mission 14 to cooperate after running it 3
times through but mission 15 is completely broken now on 2.5.2. I still recommend it though considering the first 13 missions
are fantastic and not a single issue with them.

You NEED to have a strong understanding on how to start the hog from the ramp and how to aerial refuel. (If you can't aerial
refuel you can always bring extra gas but it makes flying a bit more difficult since you'll be overweight.)

The wingmen you get are required in some missions where you have to destroy 40+ vehicles so make sure you can task them
correctly. I do hate how sometimes when you send them to refuel they crash into the tanker and making it harder for yourself to
land safely.. It seems okay but I CANT FIND ANY DUCKS ANYWHERE, NOT EVEN ANY GOD DAMN FEATHERS OR
NEED ZONES FOR THEM, ALSO WHERE THE HECK ARE THE FLOCKS, I NEVER SEE ANY!. A criminal on the run
from the police, you escape into an old apartment complex. You fall through the glass roof and land hard. Your flashlight is
broken, your ankle is sprained. What else could go wrong? You somehow turn on your flashlight, to see a door. You walk
through, unknowing the danger that awaits you...123 Slaughter Me Street is probably one of the best horror games I've played.
You thought FNaF was bad? You haven't played this...As you walk down the long hallway, trying to protect yourself from the
puppets left there, your always on the edge of your seat! The controls are actually pretty unique. You don't have to even touch
the mouse, it's all keyboard here. It's up to your reflexes and a fair dose of luck to make it past all 7 floors. Like it was said
before, the flashlight is broken, so sometimes it won't turn on when you press the button. So, you have to press space...A lot.
The graphics are nice to look at, plus, the atmosphere is actually pretty spooky. Now, the question remains...Can you make it out
alive? Or be slaughtered trying.... As others have said, this is essentially "FTL The Boardgame"
Can pretty easily play solo and it really doesnt take much time to learn (you use actions + colored cards to do things)
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(now lemme flex for a second)
I have made a quality of life workshop item that helps with setup and makes the game less frustrating.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1608253683. This game is quite fun allready. I've been playing for
two hours and already got to the second boss, so the game isn't too hard but challenging enought. I'm realy looking forward to
what else will be implemented into the game especially when it coomes to new weapons. What I think could use some
improvment is the rune system that comes with leveling up. It fells insignificant maybe that will change when the game has
more content and runs last a lot longer so that you gahter a bunch of them but as for now it could use some improvments.
9/10 Waifu Souls is quite fun.. I am going to give this game a qualified positive review. If you enjoy supporting up and coming
games and are willing to overlook some major rough spots, give this one a try. It really feels like it's headed in an interesting
direction, and the choices you make as a player feel weighty and exciting. That said, the interface is beyond janky, with
unintuitive (bordering on baffling) controls and frustrating navigation. I say this as a longtime roguelike player \/ Dwarf
Fortresser, having an extremely high tolerance for wacky UI. Nothing is present that seems like it couldn't be ironed out with
time and effort, but it's very frustrating to encounter as a player.

That said, all in all, I found it to be immersive, interesting, and well worth the cost of entry.. My god, that ending... now I get
why every person and their mother wants Half-Life 3. (sorry for being so late to the party)
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You move your character twice and the game freezes. You can only ALTF4 the tutorial. What is this mess? Don't buy this
garbage.. This is a simple but fun sim game. Well worth the cost, especially on sale.. it is a little bit short but overall it is great.
Dense atmostphere and environment, great story and some cute throg.
9.5\/10. Really epic!. This is a really great experience and we have lots of fans of it. My daughter has created a playlist of music
using this. We have a problem at the moment as we can no longer play it. It has been stuck on Update Queued for days and
when we try and Play in VR we get the error "content still encrypeted" and it will not launch. I tried clearing my download cache
in Steam and that didn't help. We miss not being able to play this. Any help?. 40 minutes required to finish.

You need what to expect from the game. I'd recommend the game to the adult audience.

Keywords:
Dreamy
Artsy
ASMR sounds (google it if you don't know what ASMR means)
Journey

Graphics are conceptual;
The Flynn's Arcade logo at the start isn't put up there for nothing. It really is reminiscent of Tron & Johnny Quest.

The last round is a bit hard to finish. Almost gave up. (10-15 tries)

. Warning: Spoilers.
Grisaia is a highly original visual novel trilogy, and is the result of blending action, adventure, trauma, comedy, drama, romance,
and emotion all together. The Fruit of Grisaia is the first game in the trilogy, and is the first of the fruits growing on the tree that
is Grisaia.

Note: This is the All Ages version. I was considering getting the 18+ version off Denpasoft, but these things aren't as easy as
they look. This version contains alteration to sprites, CGs and script. Nudity is censored on sprites, and new CGs that aren't
present in the 18+ version are available here. The H Scenes are removed, and the script is altered to fit an RSPB Mature 17+
platformer. Some dialogue is toned down, and some references to sex, cannibalism and similar things are also removed. Roughly
90% of the content is left unaltered.

We have Kazami Yuuji, an orphan whose sister died in an accident and whose parents also died. He lived with his master for a
while and then transferred in to Mihama Academy, a school which only has five students, all of them girls. I'll be honest, I'd
have given anything to transfer away to a Japanese boarding school with only five female students. Providing we got on well
enough, of course, but anyway...

We have Sakaki Yumiko, the loner who doesn't like being approached. She's usually radiating hostility and carries a box cutter
with her, which she draws out whenever someone says something she doesn't like. Her habits of reading book after book by
herself all the time have struck her classmates with ideas involving pranking her to get her to become friendlier, with hilarious
results.

We have Suou Amane, the oneechan roleplayer. She's the eldest student in the school, and is two years older than Yuuji. She
often mothers the other students, for example by ironing their clothes or making their food. She's also proud of her big breasts,
and often uses them to seduce Yuuji; a good example of this is when Yuuji goes into his room and finds Amane inside, who is
in the middle of changing. Hang on a minute! Didn't something like this happen in Princess Evangile? Anyway, another classic
example is when Yuuji's in the corridor and finds Amane on the floor with a piece of paper saying "Breasts: 100 Yen". There's
also a famous moment where Yuuji catches Amane frolicking in his bedsheets which leads to her locking herself in the
bathroom from being too embarrassed to show herself. Consequently, they end up being late for class and have to run to get
there on time! And that's how the famous running cadence was written.

We have Matsushima Michiru, the fake tsundere. She's got a hard head, but it's a little too thick, so she's not exactly the sharpest
tool in the shed. She's pretty funny though. She tends to overreact to everything, and her outbursts are always the first crack in
her tsundere mask. She also tends to hear things phonetically, the best example of this is hearing "crab-eating macaque" as
"crabby tin macaulk". Either she's completely cuckoo, or she's doing it on purpose. Another example is when she walks around
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the dorms at one time with cling rolls in her hair making weird sounds that made Yuuji and the others assume that she is
communicating with outer space.

We have Irisu Makina, the shy little sister-type girl. She's also a bundle of laughs, especially when she teases the other girls and
makes fun of them. One of my favourite examples is the "How to draw Yumi-chan" song which she made up after a sculpting
class, and got her chased with the box cutter. At first she's very nervous around Yuuji but warms up to him quickly. She's
definitely a good example of a lapcat girl - one whom likes to sits on a guy's lap and finds comfort there. Makina calls Yuuji
"onii-chan" and later "papa".

And we have Komine Sachi, the frighteningly obedient maid who seems more like a robot then a human. Yuuji's deadpan
humour mentions that Sachi would "start stacking up stones by herself if told to "build a castle here"." One of this game's
running gags is that Sachi takes everything literally. At one point Makina asks her for the "tastiest milk" which translates in
Sachi's head to "go to Hokkaido and milk a cow". Another time when Amane asks her to "wander off for a tick", she comes
back about ten minutes later with a big suitcase, claiming that she's setting off on a journey per Amane's request, and Yuuji has
to explain to her that she meant for a tick of the clock, not for the Attic peninsula in the Attica region of Greece.

On April 11th, I started my experience with this game. The common route was brilliant, with lots of scenes that had me laughing
out loud! Some of my favourites include:
-Charlie
-Variety Show
-Don't Stop the Friendship
-Sakaki Yumiko: Points of Contact
-Makina's Abnormal Talent
-Music!
-The Suspicions of Ms. Michiru
...to name a few!

Fast forward to April 21st, I arrived at Amane's route. I really like the beginning part. It shows that Yuuji still can't grasp the
fact that he's going out with Amane, and frequently ruminates on how she's too good for him, and so on. There's lots of funny
moments, and lots of ecchi! But at one point, the route takes some thought provoking turns, and we are launched into a gut-
wrenching flashback of a traumatic event in Amane's past. A tragic accident where a bus carrying Takizono Academy's
Basketball Team falls off a cliff and the people on the bus are trapped in a villiage for two weeks as they fight for survival.
The last part of Amane's route shows that as the only one who survived not only the accident but also the aftermath of said
accident, Amane feels guilty and is looked down upon. Returning to the villiage, the bus is still there, and Kazuki, Yuuji's sister,
who supposedly died in the accident, buried something for Amane underground, but just as they go to find it, a villain akin to a
final boss appears with shotgun in hand: the captain's psychopathic murderer of a father comes after them, seeking revenge over
his daughter's death. After a bloody battle with many gunshots fired, Yuuji and Amane escape together. I finished Amane's
route on May 1st, and award it a 9\/10, but had to deduct an extra point for butchering in the steam version, making it 8\/10.

I will update this review as I complete more routes.
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